























A policy-oriented jurisprudence developed in the mid-20th century by Myres S. McDougal in 
collaboration with Harold D. Lasswell, and further refined later by W. Michael Reisman, of the 
Yale Law School is unique. It does not consider law as an autonomous body of rules; rather, it 
considers policy to be an essential component of law. When first introduced to the world, their 
approach was revolutionary as it challenged the fundamental tenet of all major inherited theo-
ries about law that focused on rules rather than individual human beings who made decisions. 
Their approach to the study of law was soon dubbed as the New Haven School as scholars, 
practitioners and students who subscribed to this theory about law had an affiliation, one way 
or another, with New Haven where the Yale Law School is located.
The New Haven School defines law as a process of decision that is both authoritative and con-
trolling. It provides an intellectual apparatus to allow those who make use of it to clarify goals, 
to place past decisions in relation to the goals so clarified and to appraise such decision trends 
for their compatibility with and approximation to the clarified goals; it will enable observers to 
project future development in decision and to invent alternatives to approximate the preferred 
goals.
This article briefly introduces the major features of the New Haven School’s methodology.
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在 し ま す。Myres	S.	McDougal,	W.	Michael	Reisman	&	Andrew	R.	Willard,	“The	World	Community:	A	Planetary	Social	Process,”	
21	University	of	California	Davis	Law	Review	807,	819	（1987-88）;	available	at	<http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
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